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Abstract. This paper describes the design and prototype implementation of a 
novel architecture for integrated concept, metadata and content based browsing 
and retrieval of museum information. The work is part of a European project 
involving several major galleries and the aim is to provide more versatile access 
to digital collections of museum artefacts, including 2-D images, 3-D models 
and other multimedia representations. An ontology for the museum domain, 
based on the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model, is being developed as a 
semantic layer with references to the digital collection as instance information. 
A graphical concept browser is an integral component in the user interface, 
allowing navigation through the semantic layer, display of thumbnails, or full 
representations of artefacts and textual information in appropriate viewers and 
the invocation of conventional content based searching or combined querying. 
Semantic Web technologies are used in system integration to describe how tools 
for analysis and visualisation can be applied to different data types and sources. 
This supports flexible and managed formulation, execution and interpretation of 
the results of distributed multimedia queries. Combined searches using 
concepts, content and metadata can be initiated from a single user interface. 

1   Introduction 

Within Europe there are many hundreds of digital heritage archives of special 
scientific and cultural interest containing information that is diverse in both type and 
organisation. There is a clear need for scientists, researchers, curators and historians 
to contribute to, develop and exploit these archives. It is equally important to make 
the archives available electronically, both to increase public access for enjoyment and 
learning, and to enable scientific study for conservation and restoration. The 
SCULPTEUR project [1], supported by the European Union under the Fifth 
Framework Programme, aims to fulfil these needs by building on the achievements of 
the ARTISTE [2] project by developing a system for integrated navigation and 
searching of gallery and museum collections using textual metadata, content-based 
analysis and ontological classification.  
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Five major European galleries are involved in the project: the Uffizi in Florence, 
the National Gallery and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, the Musee de 
Cherbourg, and the Centre de Recherche et de Restauration des Musées de France 
(C2RMF) which is the Louvre related restoration centre. By taking an ontological 
approach to the semantics of search and retrieval, and to system integration, 
SCULPTEUR will enable these institutions to develop, manage, visualize, navigate, 
search and exploit their valuable digital resources. This paper presents the design and 
the first of a series of prototype implementations of SCULPTEUR. 

2   Motivation  

Museums and galleries often own several different digital representations of some, or 
all, of the hundreds of thousands of works of art in their trust. These representations 
include public access images, specialized high-resolution scientific images used for 
conservation purposes, 3D models of individual artefacts and short movies showing 
artefacts in their gallery location. Data held in the collections owned by one gallery or 
museum is frequently relevant to the work performed at other galleries or museums. 
For example, when a museum conducts a programme of conservation and restoration 
it is beneficial to access information on the condition and treatments of similar works 
of art in other museums and galleries. However, discovery and access to this 
information is currently a manual and time-consuming process. 

Different types of representation and digital textual metadata are often stored in 
separate collections and legacy systems. The heterogeneity of information and 
systems for museum collections creates several challenges for any system designed to 
support search and retrieval across that information, especially if the system needs to 
provide such services to other organisations or the general public.  

The first, and most fundamental challenge is that the metadata terms used to 
describe and structure collections often differ from institution to institution. Previous 
approaches to this problem have focused on either imposing a common structure on 
the metadata to create a standard across a small number of institutions (Van Eyck 
project [3]), or imposing a standard interface technique (z39.50 [4], AQUARELLE 
[5]). However, these approaches fail to accommodate the diversity of specialized 
collections in the museum domain and fail to provide a schema that is sufficiently 
descriptive of the relationships therein.  

The second challenge is to provide access in a way that enables the searcher 
(member of the public, or museum curator alike) to fully exploit the richness of the 
data available. Many existing digital library systems have a single entity, the digital 
text, at the centre of all user interactions with the system. The users search by 
specifying a word or phrase for the items of associated metadata, for example ‘date of 
publication’. Similarly, previous multimedia digital libraries and image retrieval 
systems [28], such as ARTISTE, place the digital image at the centre of all user 
interactions with the system. The users search by specifying a value for one of the 
items of metadata associated with the image, for example “Find all images of art 
works where the artist’s name is Raphael”, or by specifying a content-based search in 
which case the user supplies a query image and asks to see, for example, “images of a 
similar colour”.  
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A singular focus to the search specification and the objects returned does not allow 
the diversity of information often contained in a multimedia digital library to be fully 
exploited. For example, a typical museum library will contain metadata about art 
works (e.g. title, medium, state of restoration), the creators of those art works (e.g. 
name, date of birth), and digital representations of the art as well as metadata about 
those representations (e.g. angle of lighting, full or sub image), information about 
locations (e.g. as the place the art work is stored, or as the artist’s country of origin) 
and dates (e.g. as the date of artist’s death, or the date of creation digital image). If 
access is solely centred on the digital image, then the user is forced to follow a single 
path through the data that obscures the multi-directional relationships that exist 
therein. If access is given to the full complexity of the information in a user’s 
collection, or in other collections, then the complexity needs to be presented and 
navigated in a manageable way. As a result, graphical tools are required for 
ontological browsing of the concepts, relationships and instances within collections.  

A third challenge arises when using content-based search techniques [20,23,30] 
such as searching the colour, texture, shape etc of the digital representations. There is 
significant value to the user when content-based techniques are combined with textual 
metadata searching [19,21,24,25]. However, content-based analysis and comparison 
techniques are highly specialised, often computationally intensive, and have little or 
no support for describing their semantics in current tools and standards. Furthermore, 
it is unreasonable to expect all museums and libraries to support a common set of 
content-based search techniques. Therefore, if a user seeks to search a collection they 
need to first determine the search capabilities supported and then formulate an 
appropriate query. Whilst this is manageable for occasional searches of single 
collections, there are clearly problems when looking to automate distributed queries 
across multiple collections. Of course, the use of a common query language syntax 
and a common protocol for search and retrieval is not precluded, and indeed these can 
be used to provide the backbone of interoperability. 

Finally, information about museum collections is sometimes incomplete or may 
even contain inaccuracies. Semantic Web [8] and Agent technologies offer a way to 
find additional information on the Web. This additional information may be missing 
items of metadata associated with an artefact or artist, or may be additional narrative 
and supplementary information of interest to end-users such as artist biographies or 
further sources of information available on remote Web Sites. Augmenting museum 
collections is not limited to adding information from external sources. Existing 
content can be analysed to further classify the items in the collection, for example 
classifier agents could monitor the collection and use known associations between 
content descriptors (colour, texture, shape, volume) to aid classification of existing 
objects or new acquisitions. 

Overall, there is a clear need for galleries and museums to be able to better 
augment, navigate, exploit and share the rich information in their digital collections. 
Galleries and museums will wish to maintain autonomy over the way their content is 
structured and they will want control over what services are provide to their users, 
both internal and external. This requires SCULPTEUR to abstract the complexity and 
heterogeneity of their legacy systems to provide simple browsing and search facilities 
for the user using a combination of ontological, textual metadata and content-based 
analysis techniques. Furthermore, published semantics and interoperability protocols 
are needed to allow individual SCULPTEUR systems to interoperate to achieve 
seamless cross-collection searching.  
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Fig. 1. Sculpteur Architecture 

3   Architecture 

The SCULPTEUR architecture is designed to provide integrated concept, metadata 
and content based browsing, retrieval and analysis of museum information. The 
architecture includes components for augmenting the knowledge about the museum’s 
collections through semi-automated classification of its content and through 
information extraction from external sources such as the Web. 

As Fig. 1 illustrates, SCULPTEUR will include tools for importing data (new 
images, 3-D models and other digital representations of museum artefacts, data from 
other gallery systems and information from the web) and for interoperating with 
external systems (remote SCULPTEUR installations, gallery legacy systems or 
remote digital libraries supporting standard interfaces such as OAI[6] or SRW[7]).  

The question of how the ontologies used in the semantic layer map to the instance 
information introduces the possibility of various refinements to the architecture. The 
integration of the legacy museum information with the semantic layer can be achieved 
either by the storage of instance information within a knowledge base, or through 
mapping concepts in the ontology directly to attributes of the data source. An example 
of the latter is the mapping of the ‘author’ concept in the ontology to the ‘createdBy’ 
column of a particular database table. We take a centralised approach to mapping 
between ontologies and data sources. All data from museum and gallery legacy 
systems are mirrored in a central location, and a mapping between the ontology and 
this central data source is created. A user can query the system or other SCULPTEUR 
knowledge bases using a uniform interface. Further details of the components of the 
SCULPTEUR architecture can be found below.  
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4   Navigating by Concept – Data Semantics 

To solve the problem of a singular focus obscuring potential interesting information 
to be derived from links between data, SCULPTEUR will employ a semantic layer 
that makes explicit those entities and relationships which are implicit in the data. 
Clearly the information that a particular artist was born in a particular country is not 
metadata about a digital image, it is metadata about that artist and SCULPTEUR 
makes that logical ordering of data visible in its interface. The semantic layer means 
that users can make any of the entities identified in the collection as the focus of their 
search, both in terms of the search specification and the objects returned by the 
search. Example searches might include “Find all countries that have produced artists 
working in the 19th Century”, “Find the average size of art works made of stone in 
America”, or “Find images showing the back of art works where those art works have 
been restored”. In the same way that there is no centre of the Web there is no centre of 
the SCULPTEUR system – while one user may be interested in searching for artists, 
another may be interested in place and yet another in the art works. The 
SCULPTEUR system will enable users to approach the same data in multiple 
different ways using a single interface.  

The semantic layer consists of the ontology [9] and instance information. Instance 
information may be held directly in the ontology or by references, e.g. a URL, to 
external physical locations. Legacy metadata tends to use domain-specific and often 
museum specific terms making it difficult to search multiple collections. Ontologies 
make use of vocabularies to define and organize related information. By using 
common vocabularies, it makes it easier to share and re-use the concepts across 
museums. An ontology also allows the user to search and retrieve information of 
interest through various layers of complexity (i.e. abstract or concrete). While it is 
evident to see many benefits of using ontology-driven information management, 
ontology creation and maintenance are labour-intensive and time-consuming tasks 
since it is necessary to make sure the hierarchies of the concepts are structured 
accurately and without duplications. This observation, combined with the desire to 
use existing common vocabularies where possible, led us to base the SCULPTEUR 
prototype data ontology on the CIDOC CRM.  

The CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) developed by CIDOC 
Documentation Standards Working Group is concerned with cultural heritage 
information describing concepts and relations relevant to all types of material 
collected and displayed by museums [10]. The CRM aims to support the exchange of 
relevant information across museums through coherent semantics and common 
vocabularies. SCULPTEUR has extended the CRM by adding concepts and 
relationships and by including multimedia representations as artefact instances. 
Protégé [11] was used for such modifications. The ontology is represented in 
RDF/RDFS. Fig. 2 shows part of the CRM and shows how we have made extensions. 
For example, the CRM ‘Information Carrier’ concept is used to denote physical things 
such as art objects in a museum. We added ‘has_thumbnail_location’ and 
‘has_image_location’ properties (bottom left of Fig. 2) to identify the location (e.g. a 
URL) of digital images that represent these physical things.  

The associations between object representations and concepts in the ontology allow 
enhanced retrieval possibilities by facilitating broadening or narrowing of the search 
scope through broader and narrower concepts. It will also permit enhanced content  
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Fig. 2. Protégé screen shot showing an example of extensions to the CRM 

 

Fig. 3. SCULPTEUR Concept Browser showing extensions to CIDOC CRM 

based searches since a content match with an object associated with a concept will 
allow other objects associated with the concept to be retrieved whether or not they are 
visually similar.  

As shown in Fig. 3, we have also developed a graphical Concept Browser to allow 
navigation through the ontology as a semantic layer. The Concept Browser in 
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particular aims to assist users whose domain expertise is relatively low for example, 
members of the public visiting a museum web site or gallery terminal, or perhaps a art 
historian or painting conservationist looking to understand the contents of a museum’s 
collection. In Fig. 3, the CRM ‘Information Carrier’ concept has been sub-classed into 
the different types of art objects found within a particular museum collection, e.g. 
‘prints’, ‘drawings’ and ‘paintings’ (top right corner of Fig. 3) 

Within SCULPTEUR, the ontology is mostly based on existing museum databases 
of images and metadata and using semi- or automatic database mapping tools, users 
can populate an initial knowledgebase which structures the data gathered according to 
concepts and relations defined in the ontology.  

Missing instances can occur when galleries hold large numbers of artefacts and the 
relevant information is scattered in different places, which makes it difficult to collect 
and locate all values. Examples might be missing dates when works were created or 
names of places where artists were born or worked. In addition, the knowledge 
required for identifying and validating such knowledge is generally held by a small 
number of people. Hence, the development of tools for automatically finding missing 
instances is useful in order to reduce human efforts and time in processing related 
information. The Web, in particular, is potentially useful for gathering such missing 
information, but sites conforming to semantic web standards are limited. Information 
processing is required for extracting the missing relations from the Web. Whereas 
search engines (e.g. ‘Google’ or ‘Yahoo’) can retrieve pages which are possibly 
relevant to the information required, the extraction of the specific relations within the 
pages can be better served by knowledge extraction techniques. We are developing 
searching “agents” which can identify and, where possible, retrieve missing 
information automatically. GATE [12] and WordNet [13] are applied to retrieved web 
pages in order to extract named-entities for identifying and completing the missing 
instances. Since these relations generally link two concepts conforming to ontology 
specifications, it is necessary to construct any semantic connections between 
identified entities. A syntactic and semantic analysis, based on a natural language 
processing, can structure the extracted annotations according to their roles in a given 
sentence (e.g. ‘subject’ or ‘object’). Based on subject-verb or object-verb 
associations, a set of potential relations are created. Human experts are used to 
validate correctness of information before it is committed to the knowledgebase.  

5   The Concept Browser – An Interface for Combined Semantic 
and Content-Based Queries and Browsing 

A graphical concept browser provides user access to parts of the ontology allowing 
searchers to navigate easily to representations of interest. Combined with algorithms 
for multimedia object matching (based on feature vectors extracted from the 
representations) and menus for metadata selection, the system facilitates individual or 
combined concept, metadata and content-based searches.  

Several HCI issues exist in SCULPTEUR when employing collection navigation 
via graphical ontology. Firstly, the complexity of the ontology and the method of 
navigation needs to be matched to the needs and ability of the user. For example, a 
school child navigating a museum Web site for material to use in a School project has  
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Fig. 4. User Interface to the Concept Browser 

very different requirements to an art historian who wants very specific details about 
the works of art for just one artist or period. As a result, SCULPTEUR is investigating 
the use of different ‘views’ over the underlying CRM ontology as a way of exposing 
or hiding complexity as necessary. We are also looking at how graphical ontologies 
can be used alongside more traditional and familiar search and retrieval interfaces 
such as the use of text-based forms. Another HCI issue is how to allow people to form 
a query composed of a semantic term plus a content-based query in the form of a 
choice of image and algorithm. In our prototype interface (Fig. 4) three different 
information areas are displayed as tabbed panels: concept, metadata (i.e. things which 
are not extracted into the concept layer) and image content queries. By selecting items 
from each panel a combined query can be composed such as “made of wood” and 
“like this image in terms of colour histogram”. 

Each panel can be used individually and the concept panel is particularly 
interesting as it gives a visual representation of the ontology. Clicking on a concept 
puts it into the centre and shows concepts close to it. Changing the “locality” allows 
more distant terms to be seen together. Right-clicking on a concept allows the user 
access to request all the instances, as shown in Fig. 4 above. The Concept Browser 
proved to be a useful test interface and it was found that the approach was relatively 
intuitive. However, plenty of screen space is required and the location of concepts on 
the screen was not fixed which made “visual hunting” necessary. The visibility of the 
current query context was also not good as the user had to switch to the combined 
view.  

6   Defining the Semantics of Search and Retrieval 

It is important to model the semantics of the search and retrieval processes to support 
systems integration and to assist the user in the search and retrieval process. 
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Queries supported in SCULPTEUR are: textual metadata (existing descriptions of 
objects in a collection stored in relational database tables); representation content 
(feature vectors representing shape, colour, texture etc.); and concepts (things in the 
domain ontology, for example ‘painting’, ‘sculpture’, ‘style’). For example, a user can 
retrieve museum objects according to associated textual metadata by filling in 
required values in a form. Content-based analysis can be used to return similar 
representations (2D images, 3D models, image movies) to one supplied by the user. 
Browsing or searching through concepts enables a user to locate and retrieve museum 
objects according to the concepts with which they are associated, or by relationships 
to other concepts.  

These three apparently different areas can all be treated in the same way by 
considering them all to be ontological concepts, i.e. by building a unifying model of 
all aspects of the search and retrieval domain. In doing this all searches can be done in 
an integrated and uniform way. Single statements can be used to specify sophisticated 
queries such as ‘find the 2-D thumbnails for all oil paintings that are authored by Van 
Gogh, where the painting contains colours similar to the oranges and yellows that I 
select’.  

However the SCULPTEUR system needs to do more than simply integrate 
different types of query since SCULPTEUR incorporates a diverse range of tools for 
use in the formulation, execution and interpretation of the results of a query. This 
complexity is illustrated in Fig. 5.. For example, the inputs to a multimedia search and 
retrieval query can be supplied in a variety of ways such as query images or 3D 
models, textual metadata, concepts found by browsing an ontology, or free text. 
Similarly, the outputs could be images, models, concepts, or textual information. 
Furthermore, it needs to be possible to view these outputs in many ways such as 2D 
thumbnails ordered by similarity to a query image, art object titles chronologically 
ordered on a timeline, or paintings presented in a virtual gallery. Other ways of 
presenting results could include locations on a museum floor plan, or a street map 
showing gallery locations. A range of tools will be required to support this diversity 
of inputs and outputs.  

SCULPTEUR has a system ontology which includes concepts such as the digital 
representation of art objects (JPEG, TIFF, VRML, 3D models), feature vectors of 
those digital representations (colour histograms etc), algorithms used to produce and 
compare feature vectors, tools to construct queries (colour picker, 3D editor) and to 
display digital representations (2 and 3 D viewers), and other components of the 
search and retrieval process such as QueryRepresentation (2D or 3D representation 
supplied as input to a query) and ResultSet (things returned as results of the query).  

We have prototyped the system ontology using Protégé [11]. We then developed 
queries to determine if the ontology could be used successfully to support the search 
and retrieval process. Some of the classes and relationships in the system ontology are 
presented in Fig. 6. This diagram shows the high-level system concepts and their 
relationships. Not all of the ontology is shown, in particular the range of 
representation types and formats is limited, and the link to the museum domain is not 
shown. Specific relationships such as ‘the Colour Coherence Vector algorithm can be 
applied to 2D colour images to produce a Colour Histogram’. These relationships are 
modelled through the idea of DigitalAttributes. A DigitalAttribute (e.g. has colour) 
captures the specific requirements of each Algorithm and also describes 
Representation types that are suitable for providing this input.  
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SCULPTEUR will use the system ontology to determine the right tools, data and 
algorithms to use for a particular query. The process of execution of a combined 
concept and content-based query such as “Find and then show me 3D models of vases 
that are similar to a 3D model of a vase in my collection” illustrates this idea. The 
system would interpret the users intentions and use the ontology to present the 
appropriate tools to the user: (i) a 3D viewer or editor and (ii) a means to specify the 
concept Vase. An appropriate algorithm for the comparison of feature vectors of 3D 
models would be selected by using relationships that link media formats and 
associated algorithms that can process them. On completion of the query the system 
would use the appropriate tool capable of displaying the 3D models. A further 
advantage of an ontology describing the SCULPTEUR system is that it enables new 
components to be added as required to the system (such as a new algorithm, or an 
additional VRML viewer) without extensive recoding of interfaces or application 
servers.  

The process of a combined metadata and content-based search for the ‘Van Gogh 
painting’ example given earlier further illustrates how the system ontology and 
domain ontology can be combined to facilitate query composition and query 
execution. The query process can be broken down into a number of steps as outlined 
below. Each of these steps were developed and tested using Protégé against a 
combined system and domain ontology, and therefore some of the description below 
refers to concepts not shown in Fig. 6. In the full system, the users will not be subject 
to this query process since it will be transparently and automatically executed behind 
a much more intuitive user interface. 

• Q1: Find all ‘MatchingAlgorithm’ that ‘usesDigitalAttribute’ Colour. This 
would return the appropriate matching algorithm. 

• Q2: Find all ‘DigitalFormat’ that ‘isDigitalInputTo’ Q1. This would return the 
ColourHistogramFormat instance of ‘FeatureVectorFormat’ concept. This is 
necessary information to find appropriate tools and to limit the feature vector space 
during query execution 

• Q3: Find all ‘DigitalInputTool’ that ‘generatesDigitalFormat’ Q2. This would 
return instances of the ColourPicker concept. The ontology has been now been 
used to specify the correct tools available for use with a particular query.  

• Q4: Find all ‘Painting’ that ‘wasCreatedBy’ Van Gogh. This is a metadata 
search. 

• Q5: Find all ‘2DImage’ ‘represents’ Q4. The system concerns itself with digital 
representations rather than original art objects so we need to find those that 
represent the paintings returned by Q4. 

• Q6: Find ‘FeatureVector’ that ‘hasDigitalType’ Q2 & ‘FeatureVector’ 
‘isFeatureOf’ Q5. The search space has been constrained to those feature vectors 
that are of the correct type and that represent 2D images of painting by Van Gogh. 

The feasibility of using ontologies for these system aspects of SCULPTEUR 
depends strongly on the availability of suitable tools and standards. We believe that 
RDF and RDFS [32] are sufficiently expressive, and that both suitable tools and query 
languages [31] exist to allow SCULPTEUR to automatically query the system 
ontology for the information it needs. 

As well as support for the facilitation of systems integration, the approach taken of 
defining aspects of the SCULPTEUR system within the ontology also provides 
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important support for the search and retrieval process. Query execution in 
SCULPTEUR will often be an iterative process: A user performing an initial search 
may wish to then either broaden or narrow the set of returned results, or use one of the 
returned images in a subsequent query. This search process would flow until the 
correct item/s are found. Containing the semantics and provenance of aspects of the 
search and retrieval process - such as a QueryRepresentation or ResultSet - within the 
ontology provides for a powerful iterative search and retrieval process. Moreover, 
defining semantics of search and retrieval provides specific support for 
interoperability and cross-collection searching. 

7   Interoperability 

The extensive use of semantic web technologies in SCULPTEUR provides a way to 
establish common semantics between heterogeneous digital libraries containing 
multimedia collections. These common semantics include how to perform, content-
based analysis and searching by concept as well as conventional textual metadata 
searching. This goes a long way towards interoperability between multiple digital 
libraries. In fact, this would be sufficient to enable cross-collection search and 
retrieval between SCULPTEUR systems. However, common semantics are not 
enough to provide interoperability with third-party systems. To achieve this requires 
adoption of standard protocols for the process of search and retrieval. 

In order for the digital heritage resources contained within a museum or gallery 
collection to be incorporated into the semantic web, it is essential that both the digital 
resources themselves and the features of the system be made available in a machine 
understandable way. By describing aspects of the system and the search and retrieval 
process – such as the algorithms supported and the nature of the results of a search – 
as concepts in the ontology, the necessary semantics for interoperability are provided. 
In essence, the system has to describe what is available and how to use it.  

The Search and Retrieve Web Service (SRW) [7] is an initiative based on the 
z39.50 protocol [4] for searching databases that contain metadata and objects. It 
proposes a query language, Common Query Language (CQL) [15] and currently 
represents the emerging standard in the area of distributed data access for digital 
libraries. However being traditionally concerned with text based searching, CQL 
provides no formal method to specify searches for similar images or 3D models using 
particular content-based algorithms [14]. Although many multimedia oriented query 
languages exist [16][17][18] for content-based searching, there is no one language 
that has been accepted as the standard multimedia query language and that addresses 
the issues related to searching distributed collections. ARTISTE was one of the early 
implementers of SRW [27] and worked in close contact with the z39.50 community to 
develop the SRW specifications to extend the capabilities to combined image content 
and metadata based searches over multiple collections. CQL was expanded to provide 
support for image content queries by adding image operator (img-op), image analyser 
(img-analyser) and an image expression (img-exp) to the language. 

primary ::=result-set-expression | [index-name rel-op] 
adj-expr | index-name img-op img-analyser img-exp 
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The SRW CQL specification of result-set-expression and index-name remains 
unchanged in the SCULPTEUR CQL. The SCULPTEUR CQL further specifies 
elements necessary to an image content query 

img-op ::= “SimilarTo” | “PartOf” 
img-analyser ::= identifier 
img-expr ::= url 

It can be seen from the definition of img-expr above that query images are specified 
as URLs. The same approach is used for query result images. Some examples of 
SCULPTEUR CQL queries are given below. 

dc.Creator contains Vinci and 
sculpteurCore.VisibleLightImage SimilarTo CCV 
http://scutlpeur.it-
innovation.soton.ac.uk/test_images/test.jpg  

This query combines a Dublin Core [29] ‘Creator’ metadata search with an image 
content-based query that uses the ‘CCV’ (Colour Coherence Vector) algorithm to find 
images that are ‘SimilarTo’ the referenced query image ‘test.jpg’.  

dc.Subject = TEXTILE and 
sculpteurCore.VisibleLightImage PartOf MCCV 
http://sculpteur.it-
innovation.soton.ac.uk/test_images/test.jpg and 
dc.Creator contains Morris and William 

This query combines a textual metadata search involving the Dublin Core attributes 
‘Subject’ and ‘Creator’ with an image content-based query that uses the ‘MCCV’ 
(Multiscalar Colour Coherence Vector [22]) algorithm to find images that have the 
referenced query image as ‘part of’ them, i.e. as a sub-image. 

8   Conclusion 

In this paper we have presented a new approach to the design and implementation of a 
system that provides searching, navigating and querying of the diverse multimedia 
information held by museums and galleries. A coherent architecture is achieved by 
using ontologies to describe both the domain of the stored information and the 
features and facilities of the system itself. Agents are being developed to extract 
missing information using semantic web and natural language processing.   

We support content, metadata and concept based approaches to querying a 
collection and viewing the results. The ontology for the museum domains can be 
navigated using a graphical concept browser, which also gives direct access to the 
multimedia representations. This approach differentiates SCULPTEUR from other 
multimedia information retrieval systems where searches are typically specified using 
a text-based interface and results are typically only presented as an ordered list of 
matches. 

We have begun to show that it is possible to use a combination of system and data 
ontologies to define and publish the semantics of search and retrieval. In this way we 
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are moving towards the semantic web ideal of a self-describing digital heritage 
archive, accessible to anyone who can read these published semantics. 
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